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§ 17. Electrical Power System of EXSIV 
Chikaraishi, H. 
The EXSIV is an experiment of cooling and 
excitation of Inner Vertical (IV) coil of LHD that 
uses a power system in ·cryogenic laboratory of 
NIFS. It is the first experience of excitation of 
large inductive load and following modifications 
are necessary. 
At first, external resistors , which are Ral, 
Ra2 , Rb1 and Rb2 in fig. 1, installed to set com-
posed resistance to required value of 68MJ and 
15.5 mn. 
Next, current drive using single power supply 
of A1 is investigated. In this case, following is-
sues come on: (1) current unbalance between 
circuit breakers, (2) current flow into dump re-
sistors in A2 power supply may make measure-
ment error and control instability. For the first 
issue, measurement results of current distribu-
tion show that the unbalance is 15% and is ac-
ceptable small. For the second issue, estimation 
of current measurement error in the steady state 
operation becomes about 20A that is 0.01% of 
rated current and is enough small to accept. For 
the control instability, the digital control theory 
says that the current flow to Ra2 and Rb2 limits 
maximum value of control gain and this limit is 
enough high for current regulation. 
Finally, control gains of current regulators are 
studied. Because large load inductance suppress 
current change, coil current response becomes 
enough slow compared with operating frequency 
of controller and thyristor rectifier. Therefore 
the control gains are selected using classical con-
trol theory. 
Figure 2 shows typical waveforms of coil cur-
rent and coil terminal voltage got in experiment. 
In this figure, excitatiQn starts at t == 30s and 
rise to coil rating linearly. After coil current 
reaches to rating, the power supply keep the rat-
ing current operation for 5 minutes. Then cur-
rent dump quickly using dump resistor. 
With the data while current dumping, actual 
values of dump resister, inductance of coil and 
dump time constant are estimated. Figure 3 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of DC Power System for EXSIV 
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Fig. 2. Experimental Current and Voltage 
Waveforms 
shows change of dump resistor and time con-
stant. With this figure, it is displayed that the 
dump resistor has the same value with measured 
before excitation at the beginning of current 
dumping. After that, dump resister increase 
within 30 seconds and finally it reaches to 19.8 
mn and dump time constant decrease to 15.6 
seconds. This phenomena is due to joule heat-
ing of dump resistors. In other hand, any change 
of inductance is not observed. 
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Fig. 3. Change of Dump Resistor and Time Con-
stant 
